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We are interested in the study of turbulent and instationary flow inside a cylinder of an alternative 
engine. The finite element method is used to solve equations model. As the domain of the flow is 
changing with time due to the moving piston, an arbitrary Lagrange eulerian technique is chosen to 
reply to this problem. The modelisation is based on classic k- � model. In this paper, we will present 
instantaneous velocity, streamlines and temperature maps obtained at various crank angles. We 
validate our results with other numerical predictions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The identification of the aerodynamic and thermal fields 
inside a cylinder of alternative engine with internal 
combustion during the intake stroke is an important stage 
for the comprehension of physical phenomenon which 
occurs in the motor cycle. The movement of the inlet air 
in the cylinder has a great influence in to the performance  
of the engine. It governs directly the rate of filling up, the 
thermal exchanges and the combustion quality. It is well 
known that the structure of the turbulent flow field is a 
determining factor in the initiation, the rate of propagation 
and the efficiency of the combustion process in an 
internal combustion engine. The process of air admission 
is an instationary and complex phenomenon in a domain 
with variable geometry (the piston and the valve 
movements). Its study needs the coupling between the 
admission pipe and the cylinder to emphasize the flow 
structure in the valve zone characterized by geometric 
dimensions inferior to the pipe diameter and variable in 
time. The aerodynamic phenomena which take place at 
the level of the valves have been studied often through 
the experiments. Many experimental essays have been 
carried out in the case of stationary flows to characterize 
the air movement through the valves (Arcoumanis and 
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Bicen, 1982; Kang and Reitz, 1999; Snauwaert and 
Sierens, 1986; Tippelmann, 1977) and recently (Gazeaux  
and Thomas, 2001 ; Yun, 2002).  It was established that 
the air flow through the valve interacts with the cylinder 
walls to create large swirling structures. Generally, the 
principal air movements were filed into categories: the 
rotary movement induced tangentially in the cylinder 
(swirl) and the rotary movement in the axial plane 
(tumble) (Heywood, 1987). It’s clear that the flow 
generation with intense vorticity (swirl and/or tumble) in 
the cylinder during the intake stroke is an efficient tool to 
obtain a great intensity of turbulence which can be 
maintained during the compression stroke. The stability 
of these swirling movements allows so to maintain a large 
turbulence during the fuel injection phase and induce 
optimal conditions for the initiation and the development 
of the combustion process. The shape of the combustion 
chamber plays too an important role as for of the 
established flows.     

The experimental characterisation of the flows inside a 
mono cylinder has interested many manufacturers 
through certain techniques of visualisation and the use of 
transparent cylinders (Ekchian and Hoult,1979; Hirotimi 
and Nagayama, 1981; Arcoumanis et al.,1982; Liou and 
Saltavicca 1985; Nadarajah and Balabani, 1998). The 
insufficiency of the measurement tools has often made 
difficult the detailed study of the flow process evolution.  
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Figure 1. Axisymmetric piston cylinder. R = 43.5 mm; h = 17 mm; d 
= 6.12 mm; α = 45°; S = 94 mm; L = 7.3 mm; a = stroke / 2; b = 
363.5 mm. 
 
 
 

Recently, the development of techniques based on 
velocimetry by means of particle images (PIV) has 
motivated manufacturers to study the evolution in time of 
the flow structure in the cylinder �Raffer and Willert,1998; 
Adrian,  1991; Khalighi, 1991; Lee and Farrel, 1993; 
Valentino 1993); Rouland and Floch, 1998). 

A recent study (Huang, 2005) has allowed identifying 
the nature of the instantaneous flows during the intake 
and compression phases of a mono cylinder with two 
valves by means of two dimensions PIV technique.   

The second approach, based on numerical modelisa-
tion and simulation of complex flows, has interested 
many authors for two decades. The majority have tried to 
bypass the numerical difficulties through some simplified 
hypothesis applied to the geometric model and using 
often the finite volume method. The numerical simulation 
allows predicting results with a large variation of the 
problem parameters and boundary conditions that are 
difficult and sometimes impossible in the practice. On the 
other hand, the numerical approach has always pre-
sented problems, relative to the instationary nature of the 
flows and the complexity of the variable geometry, which 
induce a long time of simulation and require computers 
with high memory capacities. Many works concerned with 
flows inside cylinders of internal combustion engines 
have been carried out. Some authors introduced 
considerable simplifications to the process, among which 
particularly the assimilation of the valve to a simple disk 
fixed or moving (Gosman  and Tsui,1984; Wakisaka and 
Shimamoto, 1986; Brandstätter  and  Johns, 1985; 
Schapertons and Thiele 1986; Aita and Tabbal, 1991). 
and the consideration of axisymmetric cylinder with axial 
valve (Raghay and Hakim, 1997; Giovanni and 
Karaginnis,1988 ; Mao and Buffat, 1994).Some of these 
works have not experimental support while others have 
presented important experimental validations. More 
recently, the development of the calculation tools 
permitted improvement in precision and quality of 
numerical simulations (Chen and  Veshagh, 1998; Dillies 
and Ducamin, 1997; Celik  and Yavuz, 2001) based often 
on the finite volume method especially by means of CFD 
calculation codes (Payri  and  Benajes, 2004). 

So, our work is essentially about the  numerical simula- 
 

 
 
 
lation of aerodynamic and thermal fields in axial plane of 
axisymmetric cylinder with axial valve and flat piston of 
internal combustion engine (Figure 1) in order to compare 
results with others coming from experiments and 
numerical predictions provided by literature. Our target is 
to develop and test a numerical methodology based on 
finite element method by means of powerful calculation 
code (CASTEM 2000 of CEA) (Gounand ,1997) with tools 
box offering numerous functions and whose progressive 
structure allows developing persona-lized procedures. 
The advantage of finite element method is to permit 
formulations where fluid is coupled with structure such as 
study of aerothermic problem coupled with resolution of 
energy equation in the structure of piston-cylinder. 

To take the variability of the domain into account and 
so the deformed mesh (Haworth and Jansen, 2000; 
Malcevic and Ghattas, 2002), we have tried to test the 
arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian method (ALE) (Souli and 
Zolesio, 2001). For spatial discretization of fluid domain, 
the finite elements of the boundaries of the domain 
coincide constantly with the fluid particles (Lagrangian 
formulation), even though within domain and in order to 
manage the great fluid movements we adopt a different 
rate of deformed mesh and independent of that of fluid. 
The mesh is deformed with the speed of fluid particles on 
the moving domain boundaries (piston and valve). The 
rest of domain is deformed with the speed obtained from 
an interpolation model between the moving wall speed 
and the nil speed of fixed wall so as to preserve a good 
quality of the mesh.  
 
 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
 
The average equations describing the flow which is instationary, 
incompressible and turbulent derived from principles of preservation 
of mass, momentum, energy and k – � turbulent entities. These 
equations are:  
 
Continuity equation: 
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Where �t represents turbulent viscosity given by:   
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C� is a constant, *U U is the matrix (uiuj). 
 
k-� equations:  
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Figure 2.  Intake  phase configuration  
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The constants of the model derived from many experiments: 
           

1 20.09 ; 1.44 ; 1.92 ; 1.3 ; 0.9kC C Cµ εσ σ= = = = =
 

 
 
Energy equation : 
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Configuration and boundary conditions  
 
Due to the complex chamber geometry of the internal combustion 
engine which is deeply related to industry, we have chosen in this 
present work to study an axisymmetric configuration with flat piston 
and axial valve. This geometry simplification allows a good control 
of dynamic mesh based on finite element discretization and 
reduces the time of simulation. The general structure of the internal 
flow of motor is preserved. The boundary conditions adapted to the 
chosen configuration are listed below: 
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The red frame is composed of the boundaries of the studied domain 
(L1, L2, L3, and L4) (Figure 2). To express the grip condition, the 

radial velocity U r
and the axial velocity U x

of all points that 

belong to the boundaries take a nil value. At the wall L3 U x
 has 

the same velocity of the piston. For the temperature, the Neumann 
condition is employed, only at the wall L1 we find the Dirichlet 
condition.  
Vp represents the piston speed given by the following equation: 
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      Figure 3. Mean piston speed. 
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We plot the mean piston speed Vp at various locations of the piston 

as it is described by the previous equation (Figure 3). 
 
 
Numerical procedure 
 
In fluid mechanics, two descriptions are considered for the motion 
in a continuum media. The first is the Eulerian description, where 
we focus attention on a particular volume in space. The volume is 
fixed and we study the fluid as it passes through it. The description 
is one in which the fluid is continuously renewed inside the volume; 
the eulerian description is not the simplest in which the basic 
equations of fluid motion can be formulated. A convective term is 
introduced to express the material time derivative in the reference 
configuration. The convective term gives a nonsymmetrical form of 
the Galerkin formulation. Since the computational domain is fixed, 
the Eulerian description has the advantage of preserving the mesh 
regularity. The second is the Lagrangian description, in which we 
identify and follow a particular region of fluid. The volume of fluid 
changes in shape, while the total mass remains constant. In the 
Lagrangian description, the mesh of the computational domain 
moves with the particle fluid velocity. The motion of the mesh may 
lead to an element entanglement; this description is preferred for 
problems with small motion.  

For problems with moving boundaries, it is necessary to have a 
formulation, which allows the mesh to follow the moving boundaries 
and preserve the element shape. This has been achieved by the 
arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) description. The freedom in 
moving the mesh offered by the ALE formulation is very attractive. 
Three domains are defined in this method: the first one is called the 
spatial domain on which the fluid problem is formulated. Because of  
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Figure 4. Examples of degenerated elements. 
 
 
 

 
 
  Figure 5. Moving domain. 
 
 
 
moving boundaries this domain is in motion. The second domain, 
called the material domain, is occupied at time t = 0 by the material 
particles which occupy the spatial domain at time t. The third 
domain, called the reference domain, is a fixed domain. The 
movement of the reference domain is represented by a set of grid 
points, which may be interpreted as the movement of a finite 
element mesh. Therefore, in an ALE formulation, the finite element 
mesh need not adhere to the material or be fixed in space but may 
be moved arbitrarily relative to the material. A proper ALE formula-
tion should reduce to Lagrangian formulation if we choose to use 
the same motion for the computational and material meshes. On 
the other hand, if we choose to fix the computational mesh, an ALE 
formulation should reduce to Eulerian formulation. 

The resolution of equations governing the fluid flow during the 
intake phase needs a mesh generation and preservation of the 
number of nodes each step of time.   

A finite element method is used to solve the discretized Navier-
Stokes equations. To avoid the problem of the domain evolution 
due to the moving piston the arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian 
technique is employed. To pass from a mesh to another one at the 
next step of time these following constraints are imposed: 
 
-  The number and the type of elements mustn’t be changed.  
-  The connections between nodes must be still identical to the 
previous ones. 
-  The elements must not degenerate (triangles changing orienta-
tion, quadrangles becoming concave …) (Figure 4). 

In the ALE description we find two velocities: the first one U  

represents the velocity of the material particles. The second W  is 
the velocity of the nodes of the reference domain. 

If W  = 0, we find the Eulerian description. When =W U , we 
return to the Lagrangian description.  
The Navier-Stokes equations, applied to a viscous fluid and 
incompressible, Become in the ALE formulation as indicated below: 
 

 
 
 
Continuity equation:  
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Momentum equation: 
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t
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v

f   is the density of the strength. 

 
We have divided the problem in to three parts: movement of boundary 
points, movement of internal points and estimate of approximate 
step of time that prevent the mesh to degenerate. We focus on the 
domain number four (Figure 5) because it varies during the time. The 
domain has four boundaries: the bottom boundary represents the 
piston surface. All points that belong to this surface have a same 
speed Vp, this speed changes from a step of time to another 
(Figure 3). The points located on the top boundary are fixed; even 
though, points at the right and at the left boundaries are linear 
interpolated between the two speeds zero and Vp.  
The movements of internal points of the domain are calculated by 
resolving the Laplacien equation:  
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W
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The equation system is solved by means of a program developed 
with Castem 2000 software. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
During the intake phase we consider that the fluid is 
incompressible. The results are compared to others 
coming from literature.   
 
 
Dynamic mesh 
 
The studied domain (Figure 6) of our problem is divided 
in four domains among which three have a  fixed mesh 
and one has a dynamic mesh since it presents a mobile 
boundary (the piston). We used this technique to simplify 
the control of the moving nodes.  
 The Figures (6a, 6b, 6c, 6d, 6e and 6f) show discretized 
domain at various crank angle � = (30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 
150° and 180°) .We see that the adopted method for the 
mesh movement, arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian, has 
preserved the domain structure, the number and the type 
of elements. We have not noticed any degeneration. In 
fact we have used the quadrangular elements for 
discretization and with the variation of the crank angle the 
quadrangles do not change the form. The step of  time  is   
 



 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6a. Mesh for � = 30° 

 
 

 
 
Figure 6b. Mesh  for  � = 60° 

 
 

 
 
Figure 6c. Mesh  for  � = 90° 

 
 

 
 
 Figure 6d.  Mesh  for  � = 120° 

 
 

 
 
Figure 6e.  Mesh for � =150° 

 
 
 
taken equal to: PDT=7.10-6 s. 
 
 
Velocity field and streamlines 
 
We present the velocity field and the streamlines during  
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Figure 6f.  Mesh for � =180° 

 
 
 
the intake phase. We varied the crank angle from � equal 
to 30° to � equal to 180° with a step of 30°. The control of 
the velocity distribution inside the combustion chamber 
improves the quality of the flame and makes an economic 
fuel mixture. As it is known, the presence of a swirl is 
preferable in the combustion phenomenon. 

The Figures 7a, 7b and 7c prove that the flow structure 
is swirling presenting a large swirl which fills almost all 
the combustion chamber. During the variation of the 
crank angle � the structure of the large swirl is preserved. 
The air is drawn by the downward motion of the piston 
and forms an annular jet. The annular jet expands in the 
engine cylinder, interacts with the cylinder walls, the 
piston head and the axial valve. When the air flow 
reaches the combustion chamber through the valve, it 
expands, impinges directly on the right cylinder wall and 
divides in two parts. Part of the flow goes downward 
along the right cylinder wall and impinges on the piston 
head.  The piston is moving downward and drawing the 
flow with its face velocity, so that the velocity vectors 
located a little above the piston head are pointing 
downward. The second part of the flow, when it impinges 
the right cylinder wall makes a turn moves up toward the 
axial valve.    

However, we see in Figure 7f that the velocity becomes 
weak when we approach to � = 180°.This is due to the 
evolution of the piston speed which reaches a nil value at 
the crank angle equal to 180° .  

In the Figures 8a, 8b and 8c we note besides the large 
swirl the formation of other two small swirls: one of them 
located at the right top corner, the other one at the entry 
of the cylinder opposite to the valve boundary.   
The Figures 7c, 9a and 9b show a good resemblance 
between results predicted by our numerical code and 
those predicted on the one hand by Raghay and Hakim 
and on the other hand by  Theodorakakos (1997). In fact, 
the large middle swirl and the small one at the right top 
corner exist in the three figures; also the general 
structure of the moving flow is the same in these different 
predictions. We draw in the Figure 10 the average axial 
velocity on the line having a coordinate x = 2.7 cm in 
different radial coordinates in order to compare with those 
presented in Figure 11. Figure 11 shows experimental 
and numerical results done by Raghay and Hakim We 
notice a good coincidence between the different profiles, 
this proves another time  that  our  numerical  code  gives  
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Figure 7a. Velocity field predicted by our numerical code for � = 
30° 
 

 
 
Figure 7b. Velocity field predicted by our numerical code for � = 60. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7c. Velocity field predicted by our numerical code for � = 90° 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7d. Velocity field predicted by our numerical code for � = 
120° 
 
 
satisfied results. 
 
 
Temperature field 
 
The knowledge of the temperature distribution inside a 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7e. Velocity field predicted by our numerical code for � = 
150°. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7f. Velocity field predicted by our numerical code for � = 
180°. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Figure 8a. Streamlines predicted by our numerical code for � = 30° 
 
 
 
combustion chamber of an alternative engine is 
fundamental. In fact, the good combustion needs a 
determined temperature which creates flame. As well, the 
temperature can disrupt the engine functioning since the 
engine is made of materiel that dilates and as 
consequence, the dimensions of the different parts which 
form the engine change. 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 8b. Streamlines predicted by our numerical code for � = 90° 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
Figure 8c. Streamlines predicted by our numerical code for �=150° 
 
 

                               
 
Figure 9a. Velocity field predicted by Raghay and Hakim for � = 90°                                      
 
 
 
Turbulent kinetic energy   
 
Various models have been proposed to study the 
turbulent phenomenon in reacting flow system. The most 
popular model is the standard k – � model of Launder and 
Spalding (1974), the turbulence kinetic  energy  k  and  its 
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Figure 9b. Velocity field predicted by Theodorakakos [26] for � = 
90° 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 10. Evolution of the axial velocity at various radial 
coordinates on the line situated at coordinate x = 2.7 cm predicted 
by our numerical code.  
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 11. Experimental and numerical evolutions of the axial 
velocity at various radial coordinates on the line situated at 
coordinate x = 2.7 cm presented by Raghay and Hakim. 
 
 
 
When we discuss the results in Figures 12a, 12b and 12c 
we   conclude   that  the  temperature  field  presents  two  
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Figure 12a. Temperature field predicted by our numerical code for 
� = 30° 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 12b. Temperature field predicted by our numerical code for 
� = 90°. 
 
 
 
zones: the first one is located from the middle of the large 
swirl, the blue zone, to the red band whose temperature 
is Te, the second begin from the last zone to the right 
boundary of the cylinder. The temperature is minimum at  
the middle of the swirl and at the right top of the corner 
and it is maximum in the red band. The temperature 
increases from the centre of the swirl to the red band 
then decreases until the right wall of the cylinder.   
dissipation rate � are calculated from transport equations 
in the fully turbulent flow region, and the Reynolds-stress 
tensor is represented by an eddy viscosity model 
constructed from k, � and mean flow field. The turbulent 
eddy  viscosity   can   be  determined  from  the  transport  
 

 
 
 

�
 

 
Figure 12c. Temperature field predicted by our numerical code for 
� = 150° 
 
 
 
equation of k and �. For wall bound flows, wall functions 
are added to blend the fully turbulent region with the near 
wall region, because of the predorninance of viscous 
effects in that region. Used in conjunction with wall 
functions, the k - � model is reasonably well behaved, 
and has been applied to the solution of many practical 
problems with a good amount of success.  

In the Figures 13a �14d we present the distribution of 
the turbulent kinetic energy K and the dissipation of 
turbulent kinetic energy � according to the crank angle �. 
We see in the Figures 13a, 13b, 13c and 13d that the 
turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation of the 
turbulent kinetic energy intensify on the right part of the 
large swirl.  This part represents the first domain of the 
total cylinder domain in which the inlet air expands. K and 
� are maximum in the red zone and minimum in the blue 
zone.  In the Figures 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d, we notice 
that the maximum turbulent kinetic energy and the 
dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy change 
progressively from the right to the left part of the large 
swirl especially when � approaches to 180°. 
 
 
Conclusion  
 
Generally, this study showed that the numerical simu-
lations, by means of the adopted model, lead to the 
identification of the flow structure in the cylinder axial 
plane during the intake stroke with a precision physically 
reasonable compared to the results of: Raghay and 
Hakim, Huang and Chang, Payri and Benajes. It allowed, 
in particular, emphasizing the process of establishment of 
different swirling structures in a cylinder with flat piston 
and axial valve. Although most of similar numerical 
studies found in literature use the  finite  volume  method,  
 



 

 
 
 

�  
 
Figure 13a. Turbulent kinetic energy for � = 30° 
 

�
 

 
Figure 13b. Dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy for � = 30° 
 
 
 
this study shows that it is possible to develop a numerical 
methodology, through a multi-purpose code, based on 
the finite element method using the Arbitrary Lagrangian 
Eulerian description, with acceptable simulation time if 
the size of the problem is relatively limited. The finite 
element method presents mainly two advantages in 
comparison to the oldest approach of finite volume 
method used in the traditional CFD tools. First, the finite 
elements accept easily complex shapes and geometries. 
Second, the methodology of the finite element method is 
based especially on mathematics than physics contrary 
to the finite volume method. With  a  same  given  mesh,   
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Figure 13c. Turbulent kinetic energy for � = 90°. 

 

� � 
 
Figure 13d. Dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy for � = 90° 

 
 
 
finite element method provides the best solution (mini-
mum error) and gives more large tolerance towards 
imperfect meshes (important variation in size from 
element to other).  

We have to notice that the quality of the results 
depends naturally on the mesh fineness but we have to 
give attention to the step of time to avoid problems of 
instability and divergence. The advantage of the arbitrary 
Lagrangian Eulerian method lies in its separate steps 
which make up the whole proceeding (resolution of 
Navier_Stokes equations without considering the mesh 
movement). On the other hand, all the matrix of  the  sys-  
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Figure 14a. Turbulent kinetic energy for � = 120°. 

 

�

 
 
Figure 14b. Dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy for � = 120° 
 
 
 
tem depend on time, so they must be calculated each 
step of time that increases the time of simulation and the 
quality of the results (mesh deforming, convergence, 
stability) is very sensitive to the adopted step of time. The 
resolution of the energy equation with the same nume-
rical methodology and the adopted boundary conditions 
allow the simulation of the air temperature field at the end 
of the intake stroke. The knowledge of the temperature 
field and the pressure distribution allow evaluating the air 
density at the end of the intake and the rate of filling up of 
the cylinder. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 14c. Turbulent kinetic energy for � =180°. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 14d. Dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy for � = 180°. 

 
 
 

Finally, the implementation of the ALE description in a 
program based on the finite element method and going 
further especially into the research of algorithms more 
developed concerning the mesh movement and the 
improvement of programming time, can offer an interest-
ing tool for the research and the development in the field 
of internal aerodynamics of engines. 
 
 
Notation 
 
a = length of crankshaft (m); b =  length of connecting rod 
(m); Cp = constant pressure specific  heat  (J.kg-1.K-1);  k =  
 



 

 
 
 
turbulent kinetic energy (m2.s-2); p = pressure (pa); r = 
radial coordinate (m); R = radius of the combustion 
chamber (m); S  = stroke (m); t = time (s); T =  
temperature (°K); Te = inlet temperature (°K); U = fluid 

velocity vector (m.s-1); Ux = fluid axial velocity (m.s-1); 

Ur = fluid radial velocity (m.s-1); Vp =mean piston speed 

(m.s-1); W  =  mesh velocity (m.s-1); 
sW =  mesh velocity 

at boundaries (m.s-1); x =  axial coordinate (mµ =laminar 
viscosity coefficient �� � �� ���	 ��
; ��� � � � � � �� �� � �� � �� � �	 � � 	 ��� �
� � � ���� �� � ����� � �� ���	 ��
 � = thermal conductivity �� �� ���� ��
���t 
= turbulent thermal conductivity  (w.m-1.K-1); � = 
crankshaft rotational speed (rd.s-1); � = crank angle 
(degrees); � = density  (kg.m-3); � = dissipation rate of 
turbulence  (m2.s-3) ;α  = seat angle (degrees); σ  = 

viscous stress tensor (N. m -2). 
 
Subscripts: TDC = top dead center; BDC = Bottom dead 
center.             
 
Superscripts ’’ = Favre fluctuating quantity; ~ = Favre-
averaged quantity     
___   = Reynolds-averaged quantity. 
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